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How to create a permanent house for a temporary event?

How to provide a comfortable environment in an extreme climate?
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Foreword

After one year of graduate studies at WAAC, I realized that the time had come to begin my thesis
project.  Feeling still homesick and very much a foreigner, I felt it had to be a project for Barranquilla,
my hometown in Colombia - perhaps as gift to the city, but more probably as a way to bring closer
a land that seemed so far away.  I thought a project to host cultural events would be appropriate.
I also wanted it to be accessible to the community in general - a place that any citizen (old, young,
rich or poor) could enjoy.
Carnival is the main cultural event in Barranquilla.  Starting in December, dancers and musicians
of all ages gather at parks, social clubs and mostly in the streets, practicing their new choreographies
for the approaching carnival that usually takes place by the end of February.  Still, the city lacks
of a place dedicated to the carnival celebrations.  Traditional costumes and dances that originated
in the times of the Spanish colony and still show hints of their African, Spaniard and Indian descents
are in danger of fading away with time.  I thought of a project with a combination of temporary
facilities for the once-a-year carnival events as well as permanent ones to keep carnival memories
alive year round... a center dedicated to the carnival culture.
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A Center for Dance and Carnivals studies the possibility of providing a permanent home for a
once-a-year event.  Due to the nature of the site, the project also explores the use of natural
ventilation for indoor comfort.
The program includes a parade plaza, a dance school, a library, a ballroom/auditorium, and outdoor
spaces for cultural events.  In the manner in which a dancer puts on her ìcumbiaî skirt only during
carnivals, a shell erected only during the carnival season represents the temporary spirit of
carnivals.  The dance school and library are the permanent nature of the project.  The dance
school serves as a place to prepare for carnivals and the library as a place to hold its memories.
The excessive heat conditions of the site are a challenge to the project.  The building uses wind
towers and scoops and other design elements to take advantage of the prevailing winds.  It also
utilizes the cooling properties of water through its vicinity to the river and the use of water fountains
throughout the project.
Understanding that it would take a number of years and specialists to complete a project of this
magnitude, the following pages present the humble beginning of an ongoing search...

How to create a permanent house for a temporary event?

How to provide a comfortable environment in an extreme climate?
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Project Background
Barranquilla and its Carnivals

The history of Barranquilla is intertwined with the Magdalena River.  Its convenient location on the river established
it as a fluvial port and its proximity to the Atlantic Ocean made it ideal for the commerce of products that arrived
from nearby maritime ports into the interior of Colombia during the XVIII and XIX centuries.  Barranquilla developed
rapidly between the 1930s and 1960s time when it also became a maritime port thanks to work on the river mouth
that allowed entrance of ships coming from the ocean.  Today, Barranquilla is a modern city, the largest in the
Colombian Caribbean region.  Port-related activities have declined and the city relies more on industry and
commerce.  Still, the sense of the city as a port and its bond to the river remains strong.
Barranquilla showed its charm and amazing capability for celebration since its beginnings.  There are records of
carnival celebrations in the city as early as the 1820s where participants exchanged good sense of humor and
mischief.  Since then, carnival has been celebrated almost every year until becoming part of the city's culture.
Initially introduced by the Spaniards, carnival adopted native Indians', and African slaves' dances and traditions
and with the continuous contribution of its participants evolved to become what it is known today as Barranquilla's
Carnival.  New times have introduced changes and even the commercialization of carnival.  However, the
cheerfulness and the creativity of the participants keep going the authenticity of the celebration.  At the end of a
carnival season participants are already making plans for the next one.  Carnival is embedded in the city's culture
and today one cannot think of Barranquilla without thinking of its carnival.
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Site

South America Colombia
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Atlantico Barranquilla
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Site
The site is adjacent to the Magdalena River and along the via 40, a
major road that hosts traditional parades during carnival.  This area
is currently part of an urban plan that intends to develop the river
potentials.  The city planning office describes on the Master Plan
ì...the river as a source or recreational, cultural activities...as a source
of development...tourism related activities and residential use in the
long term.î  Thus, the site presents the opportunity open a window to
a river hidden by the very industries that keep the city alive.
CaÒo de la Ahuyama, an arm of the Magdalena River runs along the
east and south sides of the site.  Towards the north there are a number
of factories and other buildings with mainly industrial use.  To the west
is Barrio Abajo, a popular neighborhood with a long carnival history.
The city downtown is towards the southwest.  The site itself is currently
a decaying area lacking adequate security.  The city has started to
realize its privileged location.  Recovery of the area has already started
with the restoration on the 1921 Customs Building, located immediately
to the west, after years of being forgotten.  It houses now a small art
museum and several other small offices mostly focused on cultural
activities, which adds potential for future cultural focus of the area.

C
aÒo de la Ahuyam

a (M
agdalena R

iver)
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The project is located on the Via 40, a major road
along the Magdalena River lined mostly with
industrial buildings that from time to time allow
brief views of the water.  Via 40 serves the city
as a transportation artery and also as a path for
the carnival parades.

Neighboring views and buildings.

The ìVia 40î

Path of carnival parades
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Project Overview

Dance School
and Library

Ballroom

lobby

terrace
Parade Plaza

temporary
screen

via 40

the river

The three main program elements are a Parade Plaza, a Dance School and Library, and a Ballroom.  Additionally, there are a number of open air spaces that
could host a number of different cultural activities.
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Parade Plaza Dance School
and Library

Ballroom
The Parade Plaza has a temporary screen

erected only during carnivals as well as
permanent bleachers and performance space.

The Dance School and the Library would host
scholars year round.

The Ballroom would be used as such during the
carnival season and become an auditorium for

the balance of the year.
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Carnival is best embodied during its parades.  La Guacherna, la Gran Parada, la
Batalla de Flores and a number of other parades allow carnival participants to
display choreographies and costumes prepared for the yearly event.  A Center
for Dance and Carnivals welcomes them with a Parade Plaza.

The Parade
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A ìparade roadî enters the project and widens to become the Parade
Plaza.  There, participants display their choreographies and costumes.
There are bleachers at this point as well as a temporary screen to
protect viewers from the sun.  The plaza narrows again into the road
that leads the parade to the city downtown.

parade plaza

continues to the downtown.

The Parade Plaza
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The Dance School, Level 1

cafeteria

dance studios

restrooms

dance studios

The Dance School is on level one of the building and has a combination of small and large
dance studios.  The large studios are required for the carnival dances, which typically
include 20 dancers or more.  Outdoor areas could be used for even larger groups.
Students may access the school from the building main entrance on the west or from the
school entrance on the north.  From there, a corridor leads into the dance studios.  A
basement level has a gym and changing rooms.  Studios on the east side of the have
views to the river while the ones on the west side have views to the interior water fountains
along the common corridor as well as to the exterior fountains in the parade plaza.  There
are a number of outdoor open spaces that students can use for their practice.

corridor
still-water
fountains

main entrance

student entrance

exterior active
fountainsN
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The Library, Level 2

river terrace

bridge to terrace

wind scoops

library

A library for Carnival and Folkloric arts is part of the program.  It is located on level one.
It faces an open terrace along the river towards the east and the parade plaza towards
the west.

main entrance

school entrance

stairs/bleachers

the dance school and the library |

N
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The Library. Level 2 - Mezz

river terrace

library
mezzanine

The library mezzanine consists of a number of sequential bridges that expand toward the
terrace.  Here, the library holds its multimedia material.

main entrance

school entrance

the dance school and the library |

N
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The Ballroom

seating

terrace

dance floorstage

As its name indicates the Ballroom is intended to hold dances during carnivals and
throughout the year.  The Ballroom can also serve as an auditorium.

service entrancemain entrance

N
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Open-Air Spaces

CaÒo de la Ahuyama (Magdalena River)

outdoor concert area

parade plaza

steps/bleachers

river terrace

water fountain

shell

Dancing on the streets is part of the carnival culture.  The project presents a number
of open spaces for large groups of dancers practicing their choreographies as well
as other open-air activities as concerts and festivals.  Steps along open spaces function
as temporary bleachers for spectators.  Main open spaces are the outdoor concert
area at the northeast corner of the site, the floor river terrace on level two, and the
parade plaza itself.

N
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Temporary vs. Permanent
A shell at the parade plaza erected only during the carnival season is a reminder of the temporary character
of the project.  The building ìputs onî its shell in the manner in which citizens would put on masks and costumes
during carnival.  The shell functions as a protective sunscreen for day time parades going through.

West Elevation during off Carnival Season

West Elevation during Carnival Season
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The Wind

The Sun

Climatic Considerations
Two main climatic factors taken into account were the sun and the wind.
Located at a latitude of 10º 54înorth and only 3 meters above sea level, the site presents high temperatures year-round
with an average of 28ºC (82ºF.)  The prevailing wind direction is 14ºNE.
The project studies the use of a variety of design elements to provide thermal comfort while minimizing dependence on
mechanical systems.  Dance studios would utilize mainly natural ventilation.  The library would have a combined system
with mechanically supplied air and extract air driven out by wind towers.  The Ballroom would rely solely on mechanical
systems.
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Ventilation and Sun Protection Study - Section viewing south

northeast wind

wind scoop

wind tower

earth duct
cools off air

going through

each wind tower
serves one large
studio and the

equivalent library
space

afternoon sun

large body of
water

each wind scoop
serves two large
(west) studios or
two small (east)

studios
water fountain

with re-
circulating

cooling water

mechanically
supplied cool

air exposed concrete
ceilings

louvers (between
wind towers) along
all west windows

operable windows
with low-emissivity
 and patterned glass

throughout the
project

shaded walkway
sunscreen

trees along west
edge of site and

concert area

water fountain

cool air

warm air

main corridor
ñ open above

exhaust
air
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